LINK THE IMAGE WITH THE DEFINITION

1. Cut out with a scissors the next texts and images. They are out of order.

2. Then link the image with each definition. Put them together with glue on a card.
cut the figure
cut the figure
CUT THE DEFINITIONS

“A large, round, edible, orange-yellow fruit with large pulpy and firm skin and numerous seeds maturing in late summer or early autumn”.

“A woman, who professes or is supposed to practice magic”.

“Inhabited house frequented by ghosts where happens paranormal things”.

“The soul of a dead person, a disembodied spirit imagined, usually as a vague, shadowy or evanescent form, as wandering among or haunting living persons”.

“A small domesticated animal of the family Felidae. If one of them crosses the road in front of us, it will bring us bad luck”.
“The bones of a human considered as a whole, together forming the framework of the body”.

“The dead body of a human being or animal preserved by the ancient Egyptian process or some similar method of embalming.”

“Any of numerous predaceous arachnids of the order Araneae, most of which spin webs that serve as nests and as traps for prey.”

“Mammal animal with wings and sonar abilities”.